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Casablanca
Poster Bed

The epitome of true sophistication and elegance, the hand-gilded Casablanca Poster 
Bed effortlessly assumes center stage with its gorgeous gold-leafed metal design. 
Distinguished by crisp lines and a linear silhouette, the tightly upholstered linen 
headboard is framed with a romantically shaped arch. Available in King and Queen. 
Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

King Size: 86”W x 86”D x 98”H - Item# BM0048
Queen Size: 70”W x 86”D x 98”H - Item# BM0049
Metal: Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal 
Fabric: Tan Linen 70”

98”

86”

98”
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Casablanca
Dresser

The Casablanca Dresser has been ornately assembled with individually-placed 
reclaimed beveled wood panels that are hand-painted to perfection. This piece features 
an elegant look by incorporating the rustic nature of wood and striking hand-gilded 
gold metal base. Its sleek lines give it a contemporary feel while providing ample 
storage with its six drawers. A versatile, timeless piece. Due to the handcrafted nature, 
each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 60”W x 18.5”D x 32”H - Item# BM0050
Wood: Hand-Lacquered, Rustic Chocolate Truffle Finished Wood
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal 60”

32”
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Casablanca
Nightstand

The Casablanca Nightstand has been ornately assembled with individually-placed 
reclaimed beveled wood panels that are hand-painted to perfection. This unique, three-
drawer nightstand sits on a hand-gilded gold leafed metal base.Its sleek lines give it a 
contemporary feel while providing ample storage. Due to the handcrafted nature, each 
piece may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 24”W x 17”D x 27”H - Item# BM0051
Wood: Hand-Lacquered, Rustic Chocolate Truffle Finished Wood
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal

24”

27”
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Casablanca
Bed Bench

The Casablanca Bed Bench has a unique and sophisticated design that delivers utmost 
elegance and charm. With the combination of its hand-gilded wooden base and 
upholstered body and pillows, the bench is designed to capture attention. Due to the 
handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 60”W x 22”D x 25”H - Item# BM0052
Wood: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Wood
Fabric: Caramel Savanna

60”

25”
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Casablanca
Slipper Chair

The Casablanca Slipper Chair is a stunning seat, attractive from all angles. Generously 
proportionate and extremely comfortable, this chair sits on tapered legs.The upholstered 
seat and back are tightly self-welted to the lacquered wooden side panels. Due to the 
handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 22.5”W x 38”D x 32.5”H;18” SH - Item# BM0053
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Cloud White Finished Wood
Fabric: Metallic Mineral

38”

32.5”
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Casablanca
Desk

Evoking the architectural classicism of turn-of-the-century design, the Casablanca Desk 
is grand in both scale and beauty. The airy expansiveness of the desk combined with 
the smooth detailed carved lines creates a dynamic appeal. The desk consists of a 
lacquered, horizontal wooden paneled top and a uniquely shaped wooden base with 
hand-gilded detail. This desk is luxurious and extravagent, yet functional. Due to the 
handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences. 

Size: 72”W x 31”D x 30”H - Item# BM0054
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Ebony and Chocolate
Top: Hand-Lacquered Ebony Finished Wood 
Legs: Hand-Lacquered Coffee Finished Wood;
Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Wood

72”

30”
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Casablanca
Desk Chair

Complementary to the Casablanca Desk, the sophisticated Casablanca Desk Chair 
makes a bold statement. This chair features a metal back support with a decorative 
opening, a shaped wooden back frame, and hand-gilded metal legs. The upholstered 
seat and back make for comfortable seating on this handsome number. Due to the 
handcrafted nature, each piece may have a subtle and unique differences.

Size: 20”W x 22”D x 33”H; 18”SH - Item# BM0055
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Coffee Finished Wood 
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Antique Gold Leaf Finished Metal
Fabric: Onyx

20”

33”
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Casablanca
Accent Table

A perfect styling and décor piece, this unique wooden accent table adds an elegant 
touch to any room with its one-of-a-kind double bullnose wooden top and tapered 
legs. The Casablanca Accent Table is hand-gilded to perfection, showcasing utmost 
sophistication. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique 
differences. 

Size: 16”DIA x 18”H - Item# BM0056G (Gold)  BM0056S (Silver)  
Wood: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Wood

16”

18”
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Casablanca
Mirror

The Casablanca Mirror is a modern take on the traditional leaner mirror. A hand-gilded 
geometric pyramid design frames the mirror perfectly. The true epitome of glamour 
and luxury. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique 
differences.

Size: 35” x 1.5”D x 70” H - Item# BM0058G (Gold) BM0058S (Silver)
Frame: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf 
Mirror

35”

70”
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Casablanca
Room Screen

The sophisticated, hand-gilded Casablanca Room Screen is perfect to elegantly divide 
an area while adding design to a space. This one-of-a-kind room divider showcases 
dimensional design and originality with its octagonal metal structures. Discreet safety 
locks have been designed to effortlessly secure the screen into various formations. Due 
to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 55”W x 1”D x 72”H - Item# BM0057G (Gold)  BM0057S (Silver)
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal 55”

60”
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Casablanca 
Desk Collection

The Casablanca Desk Collection is a sophisticated way to dress your work space. This hand-
gilded metal and wood desk accessory set includes a pencil holder, card holder, and letter 
tray. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: Pencil Holder: 4”W x 1.5”D x 3”H - Item# BM0059G (Gold)
              1.5”W x 1.5”D x 5”H
              2”W x 2”D x 4”H
        Card Holder: 3”W x 2”D x 3”H - Item# BM0060G (Gold)
        Letter Tray: 10”W x 12”D x 6.5”H - Item# BM0061G (Gold)

Pencil Holder: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Antique Gold Leaf Finished Metal
Card Holder: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Antique Gold Leaf Finished Metal
Letter Tray: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Antique Gold Leaf Finished Wood; 
Hand-Lacquered Ebony Finished Metal

5” 3” 6.5”

3” 10”

3” 4”

1.5”
4” 2”
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Casablanca
Pet Bed

This luxurious acompanyment to the Casablanca Bed will become your pet’s favorite 
spot. A sturdy, hand-guilded gold leaf metal frame supports a washable linen mattress  
and a stuffed linen headboard. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have 
subtle and unique differences.

Size: 26”W x 18”D x 26”H;18” SH - Item# BM0359
Metal: Hand-Lacquered Gold Leaf
Fabric: Ghost White Linen

26”

26”



Showroom at the Pacific Design Center

 8687 Melrose Ave. Suite G696, West Hollywood, CA 90069

www.badg l e ym i s c h ka home . com   |   i n f o@badg l e ym i s c h ka home . com   |   424 -303 -7251

BADGLEY MISCHKA HOME
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We set our prices on December 31st and guarantee them for a full year.


